INTERNATIONAL WEEK AGENDA

May 11 – 14, 2022

Wednesday, May 11, 2022
EUROPA-PID OPENING CEREMONY
9:00 – 9:15 EUROPA-PID Overview
General presentation of EUROPA-PID by Lis Pieton, project coordinator

EUROPA-PID Partners Presentations:
- Martin Luther University: Lisa Pieter
- University of Pretoria: Gert Kuyven
- Hamburg University: Silke Sirnemark
- Technical University of Singapore: Yung Ru-Sheren
- National University of Singapore: Hock Tan
- University of Technology, Malaysia: Tan Tiong Soon
- University of Limburg: Emanuel Tenhumberg

EUROPA-PID Opportunities (students, staff and academics)
10:30 – 10:35 Presentations of the Responsible Consumption and Production study programs (Starting October 2022)

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

10:30 – 10:45 LUNCH BREAK & POSTER SESSION
Venue: Faculty of Natural Sciences, Bangladeshi Food and Life Sciences

SCIENCE COMMUNICATION
How to write a good poster:
- Make it known what you are doing
- Keep basic communications
- Make people understand your posters
- Make the title of your poster stand out
- Make sure your message is clear and easy to understand and engage with others

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Students

10:50 – 10:55 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:00 – 11:05 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:10 – 11:15 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:20 – 11:25 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:30 – 11:35 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:40 – 11:45 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:50 – 11:55 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

GREEK CIVICS COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

12:00 – 12:15 LUNCH BREAK & POSTER SESSION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

THURSDAY, May 12, 2022

DEINHARDT COURSE
Book review on the German language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

10:30 – 10:35 CAFE BREAK
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

10:40 – 10:45 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

10:50 – 10:55 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:00 – 11:05 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:10 – 11:15 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:20 – 11:25 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:30 – 11:35 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:40 – 11:45 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

POULTRY COURSE
Book review on the life and language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

12:00 – 12:15 LUNCH BREAK & POSTER SESSION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

Friday, May 13, 2022

BOOK REVIEW: SPANISH COURSE
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

10:30 – 10:35 CAFE BREAK
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

10:40 – 10:45 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

10:50 – 10:55 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:00 – 11:05 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:10 – 11:15 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:20 – 11:25 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:30 – 11:35 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

11:40 – 11:45 GENERAL ORIENTATION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

SOCIAL INCLUSION & GENDER OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Book review in the Spanish language

LANGUAGE: English
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

12:00 – 12:15 LUNCH BREAK & POSTER SESSION
Venue: Technical University of Dresden: Art and Life Sciences

Saturday, May 14, 2022

EUROPA-PID RUNNING
Pre-registration
Venue: Steyr at 1727
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

EUROPA-PID SKEW CONTEST CHALLENGE
Pre-registration
Venue: Steyr at 1727
TARGET GROUP: Open to society

www.eurecapro.eu